
Mana 1261 

Chapter 1261 - How Do You Beat Invincibility? II 

In the fantastical Primordial Sea. 

One of Noah's clones took up the terrifying staring contest out of the 30 clones, looking at this terrifying 

Beast that was a genuine Ender of Reality as within his eyes, one could see respect, interest, awe, and a 

bit of apprehension for this beast! 

Only a single Clone was doing this as all the others ignored the gazes of the other bodies of the 

Draconic-Elephant Primordial Beast as they tore through the Primordial Sea into other regions that held 

more Beasts. 

Only a single Clone met its eyes as the Beast bathed in gold and white met the eyes Noah impassively. It 

stood on two limbs and its upper elephantine limbs stayed by its side, its three eyes shining with an 

unknown light. 

When Noah looked at the stature and power of this existence, he truly could not help but feel great 

interest! There were too many mysteries within it he was curious of- especially the Edicts he had 

discerned so far as he wanted to see if he could make it display any of its power. 

Noah would give credit where credit was due as this existence before him truly deserved respect for its 

power and regality! 

But Noah was still himself as while looking at this creature, he released a calm smile as he spoke out. 

"Hello." 

WAA! 

A simple greeting, and yet all he got was the same impassive look from the Draconic-Elephant Primordial 

Beast 

"We can continue our exchange if you'd like. Just give me a few minutes and I'll be out of your hair." 

Noah boldly spoke such words as when it came to powerful existences, playing tricks on their pride was 

the one thing they all universally hated. 

So he simply asked for a few minutes. 

A few minutes! Well, not really a few minutes as it could even extend to an hour before his invincibility 

ran out! 

THRUM! 

His body began to glimmer with essence and power as even if this terrifying Draconic-Elephant 

Primordial Beast would not attack him, he could still attack it. 

But… 

In the next instant, essence began to rage. 



The three eyes of the Draconic-Elephant Primordial Beast were dripping with calmness and regality as 

they locked onto all of Noah's clones and their actions as they tried to hunt down more Primordial 

Beasts, the unique type of Primordial Eye on its forehead releasing an incandescent light as 

shockingly...it began to close. 

OOOOM! 

At such an action, Noah's eyes became utterly somber as a warning bell- albeit a weak one, began to 

ring in his ears. 

CLANG! 

The Eye closed shut as if an enormous metal construct became closed off, but with it...the 29 bodies of 

this Draconic-Elephant Primordial Beast that were watching the other copies of Noah all turned into 

light of lights as Noah watched them all merge into the single Cosmic Beast before him! 

…! 

A wild and unruly aura spread out as a moment later, this creature that was 1000 Billion light years in 

size...actually sat down on the Primordial Sea in a meditative position. 

Its lower elephantine limbs touched their glimmering golden flat surfaces together as everything around 

became suffused with a golden light, and then its upper elephantine limbs also came together to cause 

another eruption of golden light as the 5 pairs of wings behind this beast fluttered majestically! 

Noah's Clone felt its Origin shake as if it was watching a sacred ritual. As if something he shouldn't have 

been privy to was playing right before his eyes. 

With the Cosmic Primordial Beast situated in a meditative position, raging waves of essence were 

undulating around its body madly as in the next millisecond...the Eye it just closed began to open once 

more. 

THRUM! 

Its opening this time was extremely unique as it pulsed with a unique mixture of gold and blue, opening 

extremely slowly at first but then completing its opening in an instant as the moment it was fully 

opened...this unique Primordial Eye released a frightening circular wave of light that bloomed from the 

meditating body of the Primordial Beast and began to spread out for countless billions of light years! 

It instantly covered Noah's Clone that floated before this Beast as in the next millisecond, it spread out 

wildly across the Primordial Sea to cover any and all Primordial Beasts nearby and all of Noah's other 29 

Clones. 

In a millisecond, countless billions of light years of the Primordial Sea were covered, reaching from when 

Noah had entered to even the vast other regions of this sea that he hadn't even explored for what lay 

within. Everything was covered by this form of essence that stemmed from the Draconic-Elephant 

Primordial Beast, its eye shining brilliantly as in the next second...it flashed countless times in an instant. 

Countless times! 



A single flash was for each of Noah's clones and all the other flashes were for the Undead Legions and 

the three Universal Lich Lords at their helm as they all felt an oppressive and undeniable force wrap 

around their bodies and they all began to rapidly tumble towards the outside of the Primordial Sea! 

As if whatever domain or whatever the unique circular light that the Draconic-Elephant Primordial Beast 

had released was rejecting all them to go outside it, Noah finding that even the essence of the Edict of 

Cessation couldn't erase whatever pressure bound them! 

The clones and Undead Legion were thrown through the Primordial Sea because of this shocking force 

of rejection as they tore through the folds of space, all of their figures being rebounded out as the 

energy uniquely placed all of them in orderly lines just outside the pristine white sea. 

"..." 

In the Infinite Cosmos, Noah's eyes flashed with interest and shock as he saw the clones and Legions 

turn into blurs of light to rush back into the Primordial Sea, but the circular domain that had burst from 

the body of the Draconic-Elephant Primordial Beast and covered every part of the Primordial Sea he 

knew of as all of them were bounced back as if they had hit an impenetrable field! 

BZZZT! 

When a spatial essence wrapped around their bodies to teleport into the regions of space Noah already 

marked...he found that the marker could not be found as he wasn't allowed to teleport into any 

positions he knew of in the Primordial Sea! 

WAA! 

Amidst this shock, the vibrant figure of the Draconic-Elephant Primordial Beast appeared within the 

enclosed Primordial Sea before Noah's eyes, the expression of this terrifying Beast impassive as its 4 

golden white tusks released a white light that caused the surrounding Primordial Sea to churn…the sea 

going forward to form into a grand and magisterial throne. 

The Draconic-Elephant Primordial Beast proceeded to sit on this throne with the demeanor of the 

highest Emperors, its three Eyes gazing towards Noah domineeringly as waves of fantastical majesty 

were constantly released! 

Chapter 1262 - How Do You Beat Invincibility? III 

How would one deal with Invincibility? Noah was given this answer right now as he stared wordlessly as 

the Cosmic Primordial Beast nonchalantly sat on a throne of Primordial Essence. 

Plot Armor couldn't be broken, so this fantastical existence had chosen to instead block Noah from even 

entering the Primordial Sea as this was its answer to dealing with his Invincibility! 

When Noah recalled the stance the Beast had taken and the circular domain that had spread out from it 

thereafter, his heart shook with possibilities as he truly wanted to get his hands on the abilities this 

creature showed. 

An Edict that allowed it to duplicate its body multiple times over as it didn't seem like clones! Another 

two Edicts that focused heavily on the offensive side! The brilliant third eye the size of a Universe that 

looked like a Primordial Eye, and yet it was etched with countless golden swords… 



These were only the things Noah had been able to pull out from this creature as it didn't give him much 

else before he was quite literally thrown out of the Primordial Sea. 

The way it acted as well as its demeanor currently made Noah extremely careful as the creature seemed 

extremely sophisticated! Noah loved when he came across enemies that spoke of all their plans in grand 

monologues as he got a sense of who they were and just how dangerous they would be. 

Yet this creature before him just showed its tremendous battle power as it didn't even speak a word. 

This wasn't a problem of there being a barrier of communication between them- as existences of their 

levels could easily portray what they mean by inputting mana in their soundwaves that conveyed what 

they were saying as this acted to form a Universal Language no matter the region you came from! 

This was just the Cosmic Primordial Beast itself showing its majesty as after it utterly stomped Noah and 

they threw him out of the Primordial Sea, it now sat on a glistening white throne and gazed at him 

impassively. 

Noah did the same as when the two beings glanced at each other, they actually didn't exchange any 

more words! 

SHAA! 

His clones turned into blurs of light as they spread out over the circular barrier now keeping them out, 

Noah wanting to see just how far it stretched and whether it truly covered the whole Primordial Sea. He 

wondered…was he truly locked out from all of it?! 

At that moment, the battle was also considered to have ended and the Loot Collector passive was 

triggered as after collecting all the myriad of Loot from this massacre, the itemized list now played 

before Noah's eyes! 

The total number of Primordial Beasts he had killed was an astounding 327, five of those from this list 

being Grand Primordial Beasts that had suffered joint attacks from his Universal Lich Lords and Clones. 

[+322 Lesser Primordial Hearts obtained…] DING! The effects of the Cosmic Dao of Loot are 

applied…[+3,220 Resplendent Lesser Primordial Hearts obtained.] 

[+5 Grand Primordial Hearts obtained…] DING! The effects of the Cosmic Dao of Loot are applied…[+50 

Resplendent Grand Primordial Hearts obtained.] 

Ah! 

A terrifying number of rewards. Rewards so vast that Noah had to spend some time taking in everything 

and designating where it all should go! 

A single Resplendent Lesser Primordial Heart granted one 800 Splendiferous Universes among many 

other uses, but Noah had instantly gained 3,220 from just a few seconds worth of work. 

When the math was done for just what these Hearts would be able to provide…the number was a 

shocking 2,576,000 Splendiferous Universes! 

"..." 



A number of Splendiferous Universes that superseded controlling one third of the Primordial Empire 

that the Champion of Reality had built for over 2.5 million days…or 7000 years! And this…wasn't 

accounting for the Grand Primordial Hearts that he had gained for the first time with a quantity of 50. 

He would look over its details and just what all the boons he had gained in these past few seconds 

would bring him in the future, but he couldn't focus on this at the moment as his gaze remained on the 

terrifying and regal looking Draconic-Elephant Primordial Beast that sat on a conjured throne made of 

the Primordial Sea, it's three eyes staring at him as his own eyes were reflect on it. 

—<POV Change> 

His golden trunk floated gloriously as his three eyes remained on the unique existence that had spent 

merely a second or two within his Primordial Sea. 

A second or two, and yet a few hundred of the strong Beasts it had helped to raise this whole time were 

ended before his eyes. It made the being before him to be unique, as even though the existence had the 

striking figure of the one he knew of as Aegon…Hyperion knew that it was not Aegon! 

Hyperion! That was the name of the fearsome Cosmic Primordial Beast situated upon the throne made 

of Primordial Essence. 

Hyperion watched the figure and its many clones that remained as his gaze was truly on the Primordial 

Eye and the Eye of Ruination that he had managed to discern somewhat from this being…and the thin 

film of light that isolated him from all attacks! 

'The capability to affect Reality…Only Primordials and Champions normally dabble in this. And the 

Eyes…' 

His thoughts were vibrant even though he didn't speak a single word to the being before his eyes. This 

intruder became an issue he had to pay attention to the moment he saw the two eyes and the moment 

the barrier that light that isolated reality began to surround him! 

But he wasn't worried. 

The eyes were unique and even represented great power, but he had a single eye that was better than 

them both. 

This eye could also see that the ability to affect reality that this being had…would not last long. When it 

ended, he would search. And when he searched…he would find all that he sought! 

For he was Hyperion! 

Hyperion, the Ender of Reality! 

Chapter 1263 - To Destroy Or Not To Destroy 

His gaze on the figure of the being mimicking Aegon remained, but his third eye released a frightening 

light seconds after the clones of this existence began to search for a way into the Primordial Sea that he 

would never find again. 



His third eye was releasing a shining light as it wasn't releasing any attack, but it was instead establishing 

a connection. A connection to an extremely far away place…a place that wasn't even within this Reality! 

BZZZT 

Hyperion did such an action even while he gazed at the intruder before his eyes as within seconds, a 

voice crossed untold distances as it rumbled into his mind. 

"What is it?" 

Gruff and ancient, a voice filled with the vicissitudes of life rang in the mind of Hyperion as he sent his 

thoughts through the connection he had established calmly. 

"There is a factor unaccounted for that has come to my attention. An existence that can affect the rules 

of Reality." 

WAA! 

Hyperion's voice traveled through the connection as shockingly, it seemed just as ancient as the voice 

that had spoken to him, the voice of this creature holding unique confidence and regality! 

"The Champion of your Reality has advanced that far?" The ancient voice from the other side replied 

with sharpness. 

The eyes of Hyperion glowed as he continued to gaze towards the figures of multiple clones before him 

as he replied. "It is not him. Another anomaly. I will need to get my hands on a Primordial Relic that can 

shatter the essence of abilities that can bend reality in order to retain utter dominion for what is to 

come." 

WAA! 

A terrifying set of words left the mind of Hyperion as they reached the other side, these words spoken 

with utter apathy that would leave anyone hearing them frightened! 

The ancient voice on the other side went quiet after this. It seemed to be mulling something over as only 

after a few seconds did it reply. 

"Remember...the goal is not to kill the Champion of your Reality. The aim is to corrupt and taint...the 

aim is the Primordial holding the leash of this pet." 

…! 

The figure of the Draconic-Elephant Primordial Beast- the figure of Hyperion undulated with sharp light 

as he sat on his pristine white throne and heard this, his three eyes still silently gazing towards the figure 

of the intruder that had no idea of the conversation he was having with an existence extremely far 

away! 

His archaic voice replied simply. 

"I know. For too long have we moved mindlessly with the mere goal of Devouring all the Cosmos within 

our own Realities and experiencing Nirvana with our essence returning where we once came from. We 



at times succeed, and more often than not fail in the hands of Champions or the Primordials above 

them." 

WAA! 

"We have to evolve and adapt...and we have to work together across Realities if we are to achieve the 

Extinction of Primordials and the return to how things once were...is this the speech you were going to 

start repeating to me again?" 

RUMBLE! 

Hyperion's voice was dominating and wild as it traversed through the connected and reached the 

existence listening on the other side! 

Yet Hyperion's voice continued as his three eyes finally lifted off the figure of the intruder still studying 

him intently, and they went forward to gaze upon the countless thick rivers of Primordial Essence that 

stemmed from the Primordial Sea and shot out towards a vast number of Cosmos. 

"To destroy or not to destroy...I have pondered upon this question for millions of years since I was a 

mere Lesser Fledgling. You did not put me on this path, but you did open my eyes towards the 

possibilities of what I could do." 

The vast rivers of Primordial Essence that led to countless Cosmos! 

He could actually see all of them as the glimmering third eye on his head showed him the way, and he 

could follow and devour every single one of these Cosmos if he wished at this very moment! 

"I do not destroy this Reality because of the possibilities you have shown me...but I am someone that 

must maintain the dominion I have without any possibilities of errors. For that, I will need a Primordial 

Relic capable of shattering apart the essence of abilities capable of bending Reality." 

With a firm tone devoid of any room for argument, Hyperion spoke out calmly. 

The entity on the other end listened as they seemed to still be pondering, their archaic voice ringing out 

in a questioning manner soon after. 

"Your reach towards the Champion of your Reality?" 

"Nearly there if not entirely, I already have his heart so it can be considered as good as over." 

…! 

Hyperion replied with utter calm as he spoke on a shocking subject! When he spoke of 'his heart', it was 

more of a figurative tone for speaking, but it was still shocking for what meaning this Heart had! 

'When all of them are fools chasing power, it makes it all that much easier…' The calm Hyperion thought 

so as he thought of the countless bubbles of Pandemonium that were spread throughout the Ruination 

Sea. He could mobilize Beasts any time he wished as he could even make a move against the Champion 

of Reality anytime if he wished. 

But things would play out differently. 



He wouldn't be like the many other predecessors that rushed and found themselves inadvertently dead 

or achieving Nirvana…but their race did not make any progress onto the grand scale of things. Due to 

this, he had to be different! 

The archaic voice on the other side replied even quicker after the words of Hyperion holding onto the 

Heart of the Champion of Reality. 

"Good. Once your reach is thorough, let me know. A Primordial Relic is much too rare as to procure one 

for you might take some time...but you will have it, Hyperion." 

RUMBLE! 

A promise of a Primordial Relic! 

"Hmm." This terrifying existence took such a promise only with a nod of affirmation as in the next 

instant, his third eye brightened up as he cut off the connection right away. 

His figure remained situated on the Primordial throne as the tides of destiny churned, nobody expecting 

the shocking events to come from this existence and a few others, one of them being the very intruder 

Hyperion was still gazing at! 

Nobody knew of what was coming- not even the Primordials themselves! 

Chapter 1264 - Assimilating! 

The stare of the Draconic-Elephant Primordial Beast never left Noah even as he traversed the boundary 

of the Primordial Sea. Everything was enclosed as even when seconds turned into minutes, Noah found 

himself spanning trillions of light years as he still faced the boundary enacted by the Cosmic Primordial 

Beast that didn't allow him in! 

In the Infinite Cosmos, his Universal Body's eyes glimmered in the light as he turned up to view his vast 

golden destiny and fortune. When it came to the terrifying beasts and the loot they could grant him 

within the Primordial sea…he actually saw that it became closed off at this moment. 

No matter what he did- it would remain closed off! 

This was the terrific power of the Ender of Reality! 

"Very well then." His eyes flashed sharply as he was decisive, nearly all of his clones and Universal Lich 

Lords fading away from the surroundings of the Primordial Sea as only a single clone remained to 

continue the standoff between him and the Cosmic Beast. 

In the Infinite Cosmos, Noah's Universal Body stopped letting off the astounding aura of battle power 

that he kept while he was watching the events unfold in the Primordial Sea, his subordinates that were 

giving him space to focus seeing this as Adelaide appeared beside him and spoke out carefully. 

"Are you ok? How's the battle going?" 

The Ice Queen asked such a question as for all of them here, only two to three minutes had passed since 

Noah's two waves of clones flashed out! 



"Hmm?" Noah absentmindedly turned towards Adelaide and the others in the surroundings of space 

within this Infinite Cosmos as he voiced out. 

"Oh, the battle is already over." 

WAA! 

"What?!" Kazuhiko and the many others were baffled as a few like the Emperor Penguin nodded as if it 

was a matter of fact, the Blue Slime coming over and bouncing happily over Noah's head who was 

nodding with affirmation towards his people! 

To show what he meant, he waved his hands as all around them, glimmering multicolored Primordial 

Hearts the size of worlds began to appear. They spanned for over a dozen million miles as they all 

released waves of powerful light, those around him looking at such a scene in utter stupor! 

Among the thousands of Primordial Hearts, one could see 50 in particular that were three times as large 

and pulsating with even more shocking light. At such a scene nobody found their voice to speak. 

Nobody but the small figure of the curvaceous Barbatos who spoke amidst the shock! 

"These are…the Hearts of thousands of Primordial Beasts…you killed thousands in mere minutes?!" 

This was the truth that rose in everyone's mind as they watched the glimmering hearts around them, 

Noah having not mentioned to them the Cosmic Dao of Loot as at this moment, he was the only one 

who could use it with its activation of burning 100 Splendiferous Universes. 

"No." Noah's voice came out as he smiled devilishly while waving his hands, his chest brimming with 

essence as it took in all of the Primordial Hearts he just laid out…their destination being the Cosmic 

Treasure lying within his Origin for the purposes of Duplicating all of this Loot! 

3270 Primordial Hearts were to be duplicated as RUINATION took all of them in seamlessly, multicolored 

lights shooting out of Noah's chest as endless droves of mana were burned, his subordinates only 

watching this scene while shaking their heads in continued disbelief as it was only after a few minutes 

passed did a change occur. 

From Noah's chest, the same amount of Primordial Hearts that were in the outside space flowed out 

once more, this time minus the 50 much larger Grand Primordial Hearts. Noah's voice came out calmly 

when everyone stared at them again. 

"I just duplicated all of them, and these ones outside are the other half of all the Primordial Hearts 

obtained today. With all this loot…we will make you all into Antiquities and Daolords as you can 

forcefully assimilate Ruination and the Primordial Daos with these Hearts on top of many other things." 

…! 

'Duplicated all of them…' These words rang out in everyone's ears over and over again as off to the side, 

Kazuhiko shook his head with dead eyes while voicing out. 

"Of course you can do that…because why the hell not?" 



Just when those closest to him thought they understood him, Noah threw them another curveball as in 

the next moment, his Clones made their re-appearance as a shocking cultivation session was about to 

unfold! 

He had obtained a tremendous amount of Loot, and now it was time to assimilate and devour it all as he 

raised his power from having just 10,000 Universes and going forward to achieve a number past a 

million! Along with this, he would elevate those around him as they would enjoy a portion of the 

Primordial Hearts, but from them…powerful combatants would be born. 

As his clones went forward to deal with the task of distributing Primordial Hearts and forge numerous 

Daolords, Noah's Universal Body joined his other two bodies in the Ruination Realm to focus on himself 

while also paying attention to the single clone that still stood silently watching the Cosmic Primordial 

Beast still situated silently upon its throne. 

The first thing Noah did after was to wave his hands and display the now 100 Resplendent Grand 

Primordial Hearts after duplication, their details finally popping up before his eyes! 

[Resplendent Grand Primordial Heart] :: A unique culmination of the essence of a Grand Primordial 

Beast. It has undergone changes as its absorption allows one to choose the rapid proliferation of normal 

Galaxies or the change of Normal Galaxies into Dao Galaxies, with enough essence existing to birth 4,800 

Splendiferous Universes. The unique change in nature within the Grand Primordial Heart now allows its 

user to utilize its essence as fuel for enlightenment to the fusion of laws and daos that can birth Minor 

Nomological Edicts. Other uses of the Primordial Heart that have become available after the change in 

their nature is their utilization for Dao Induction, where a tenth of the essence of a Resplendent Lesser 

Primordial Heart is enough to allow one to gain initial comprehension in any Lesser, Grand, or Cosmic 

Dao they come across the essence of. One fifth of the essence of a single Heart can also grant one 

complete comprehension, with another one fifth allowing them complete Assimilation in any Dao. 

Current Resplendent Grand Primordial Hearts- 100. 

Ah! 

Noah's eyes blazed with light as a direct method for him to form Nomological Edicts actually appeared 

before him! 

Chapter 1265 - Making Daolords Is Easy! 

Grand Primordial Hearts could be utilized to grant enlightenment towards the fusion of laws and daos 

into Edicts! 

This was like a bomb in Noah's mind as he thought back to the ability of <Esurient True Devouring> that 

he saw the Cosmic Primordial Beast utilizing to devour Universes- the ability that granted one the 

Essence of Reality that could be used to forcefully fuse laws and Edicts. 

Grand Primordial Beasts had reached that stage by Devouring an unknown number of Cosmos, and 

should have built up a significant amount of the Essence of Reality within their bodies. 

This was why Noah faced truly strong ones that he expected to have already forged an Edict, but the 

ones he did kill still held a significant amount of the Essence of Reality as it should be why the Grand 

Primordial Hearts included such an effect! 



"Good!" His eyes were bright as he reflected on the battle power of the Draconic-Elephant Primordial 

Beast, wanting this sort of power himself as he knew he could only reach it after he birthed a sufficient 

number of Universes and found exactly what was required for him to form a Cosmos. 

The Primordial Hearts before his eyes and the over 3,000 Lesser Primordial Hearts in his Expansive Space 

would all go towards helping him skyrocket his power as he went towards such a pristine level of 

strength! 

SHAA! 

Waves of essence erupted out as Noah placed aside the Grand Primordial Hearts to go towards his two 

human bodies. 

The Stellar scene of 100 pulsing Hearts larger than any worlds surrounding his two other bodies was 

fantastical as they would be looking at the myriad of Daos and Laws Noah had and see if they could form 

multiple Edicts that covered Noah on all sides! 

Defensive, support, offensive...everything possible that could raise his parameters, he would take it! 

While his other bodies did this, Noah's Universal Body waved as he called forth two pulsing Resplendent 

Lesser Primordial Hearts. The two world sized Hearts appeared beside him as one hand landed on the 

heart of his left and the other hand came in contact with the glimmering heart to his right. 

Then, he began to crazily devour the vibrant essence of these Hearts as his only goal...was more 

Splendiferous Universes. 

THRUM! 

Multicolored essence flooded into him as from a bit less than 10,000 after burning so many 

Splendiferous Universes to activate the Cosmic Dao of Loot, his Origin began to bloom with hundreds of 

Universes as the incandescent Primordial Hearts began to be absorbed! 

The power of a certain Cosmic Primordial Beast constantly replayed over Noah's eyes as his strength 

began to surge. 

--- 

While his main bodies increased the number of forged Universes and began experimenting on the next 

set of Las and Dao fusions to birth an Edict, his subordinates were undergoing a rebirth of strength as 8 

of them surrounded a Resplendent Lesser Primordial Heart each! 

This was to make sure that all of them would forge 100 Splendiferous Universes each, and then after 

that, each being would be given another Primordial Heart to forcefully comprehend and assimilate the 

Cosmic Daos of Ruination and the Primordial Dao. 

From the definition of the Resplendent Lesser Primordial Hearts, Dao Induction costs one fourth of a 

single Heart. A single being could gain initial comprehension on both the Primordial Dao and the Dao of 

Ruination, and they could go even further by using the other half of the Heart to fully comprehend one 

of these Daos, and start on a half of another Heart to fully assimilate it! But because Noah had a 

Universe filled with Dao Fruits and Herbs that shockingly allowed one to smoothly comprehend and 

assimilate Cosmic Daos… 



His people would only need the Dao Induction as they could devour Primordial Apples and the 

Strawberries of Ruination thereafter to gain complete Assimilation in the two Daos that would allow 

them to deconstruct and reconstruct Daos into Dao Lines for them to become Daolords! 

At this moment, Noah was truly in the process of mass producing Daolords as any of those under him 

who wished to take on this path and not focus on Edicts...they would all be able to do so. 

As for any of them being capable of fusing Edicts? This might only be a possibility if they would get the 

Grand Primordial Hearts in their hands, but Noah only had 100 of these as he didn't know how many it 

would take for him to be capable of fully fusing daos and Laws into an Edict- so he could only reserve 

these for himself at this moment! 

RAA! 

The thoughts of one of his nearby clones were disrupted as the resounding shout of an Emperor Penguin 

rang out, this stellar bird's beak rising up high as one could see 100 glimmering Splendiferous Universes 

within its Manifested Origin. 

ROAAR! 

The Penguin wasn't the only one as Tiamat, the Blue Slime, Adelaide, Valentina, Oathkeeeper, 

Barbatos...many of his people achieved this same stage as they could all be considered powerful 

Antiquities, and Noah looked at all of them with shining eyes as his clones allocated an additional 

Resplendent Lesser Primordial Heart to each of them for the purposes of Dao Induction! 

The Primordial Dao and the Daos of Ruination that others struggled so hard to grasp...he would grant to 

others with ease. 

The stage of Daolord that was highly respected in the Primordial Empire as beings at this level could 

command Cosmos...Noah would raise such beings below him with ease! 

Noah's clones had devilish smiles as they glanced at the multicolored aura of Loot permeating all 

around, waving their hands to recall over 1,500 Lesser Primordial Hearts that his people wouldn't need 

as they then watched them absorb what they were given to cause the eruption of Ruination and 

Primordial Essence all around them. 

Two pristine Daos...they were being unlocked en masse right before his eyes! 

Oathkeeper and the older existences like the Great Old Nazzagath that had only thought such higher 

stages of power were eMachines more emotional than others when they experienced this elevation in 

rank and power, but Noah nonchalantly looked at it all as his main bodies were doing something even 

more fantastical. 

What he was doing in the Ruination Realm with the fusion of daos and Laws as well as the forging of 

Universes was so much more stupendous that when he looked at the few hundred Daolords that would 

be born before his eyes soon enough, he found himself voicing out domineeringly. 

"It is merely the birth of Daolords...there will be much more to accomplish in the future!" 

WAA! 



The Primordial Eye and the Eye of Ruination released bright rays of light as they seemed to agree with 

such a statement, Noah forging forward on his path of strength as he would now tackle designing more 

Nomological Edicts! 

Chapter 1266 - Forging Universes, Conquering Cosmos! I 

A fantastical scene was currently playing out in the Ruination Realm accessible through Noah's Cosmic 

Treasure. 

The Stellar Universal Body was displayed in its full form as one could see tens of new Universes 

blooming within it every single second, this body looking even more dazzling as ridiculously, the number 

of Universes had already surpassed 100,000- and this number was still surging upwards! 

Two Resplendent Lesser Primordial Hearts would dry up every few minutes as he utterly drained them 

of their essence, 800 Splendiferous Universes being born after each one was gone. 

Noah had over 4,000 of such treasures to still devour as even though the number of 100,000 Universes 

seemed foreign and shocking now, and it was even unthinkable just a week or two ago- he would reach 

a number of Universes above millions soon enough. 

BZZT! 

As his Universal Body did this, his two human bodies were surrounded by threads and clouds of essence 

as around them, an even more ginormous Grand Primordial Heart was slowly reducing in size as it 

granted Noah enlightenment towards the essence of the laws and Daos before him, illuminating the 

path forward to forge Edicts as the excitement in Noah's eyes was palpable! 

Currently, his focus had jumped to the Daos of Destiny, Reincarnation, and Chronos along with the 

possible inclusion of a few others and the laws of fate, karma, life, death, and chaos- Noah finding 

enlightenment towards these Daos that he expected to form a support based Edict along the lines of 

fate and destiny. 

There were also two clusters of Dao and Law essences dancing together near him- one of them actually 

having Ruination as the leading Dao, and the other having the Primordial Dao as the main ingredient! It 

was possible Edicts that would actually have these two Supreme Cosmic Daos within them as they made 

Noah expectant to see exactly what would come out! 

His heart also felt pain as so far, 9 Grand Primordial Hearts were already used up- all of their essence 

going towards enlightenment as the support type Edict that held Destiny and fate at the helm was 

nearly halfway completed, this current glimmering Heart surrounding his two bodies being the 10th. 

If the process continued like this, it meant that a single Edict to be seen to completion would require the 

fuel of 20 Grand Primordial Hearts, which was the equivalent of giving up 96,000 Universes. When Noah 

thought about such a cost… 

"A small price to pay for greatness…" 

WAA! 



The raging essence around him only became wilder as he continued to do these two things 

simultaneously, his Splendiferous Universes crazily rising towards a million while a support type Edict 

would soon be ready to be bathed with the grand Cosmic light of the Dao of Fusion! 

Then there were his clones that were the first to witness the glorious sight of the birth of? mass of 

Daolords, Noah watching as his people devoured the Primordial Apples and Ruination Strawberries to 

quickly assimilate the Primordial Dao and the Daos of Ruination, the Infinite Cosmos becoming filled 

with shining lights of crimson and gold as Noah greeted the birth of new beings who could deconstruct 

and reconstruct Daos. 

"You can burn your lesser daos if you wish to still have a possibility to form Edicts, or you can follow the 

path of Runic Dao Lines entirely and burn all the Daos you hold! This…will be your choice to make." His 

voice boomed out in the minds of his people as along with it, he told the the positives and negatives of 

both sides. 

The hardship that came with forming Edicts! The ease of gaining strength with Runic Dao Lines! 

All the existences within his Infinite Cosmos had what the Cosmic Core called a Devour Type System that 

allowed for the [Loot] to appear from defeated enemies, and they could obtain Runic Dao Line Enhancer 

when they defeated Daolord in the future- so this path of strength could not be frowned upon. 

Unless they were like Noah and got their hands on being capable of assimilating the Cosmic Dao of Loot 

and burning 100 Splendiferous Universes every second though, they would get nowhere his ridiculous 

results of multiplying the number of Dao Line Enhancers and even have the affix of [Resplendent]? on 

them. 

RAA! 

They all heard his words as the Emperor Penguin was the first to begin burning his Lesser Dao of 

Withering, a red-black tattoo very soon beginning to form on the flipper of this arrogant bird as he 

began to look like an off brand gangster! 

OOOOOH! 

Recently non mentioned existences like the Sword Emperor, Morgana, Cthulhu, the Terror of the 

Void…they all released waves of power as just for the purposes of experiencing this possible path of 

power, they burned a Lesser Dao to form their first Runic Dao Line. 

Waves of splendor and power spread out as Daolord after another rose, Noah's clones looking at all this 

glorious scene with pride as while he monitored things here, his Primordial Ruination Clone that had 

been in the Primordial Empire stepped out of it as he appeared within the vast Ruination Sea. 

His three main bodies and their clones all had their jobs, and now the Primordial Ruination Clone would 

handle yet another stupendous task- this one being the fusion of Cosmos into the Infinite Cosmos as it 

began to fully live up to its name! 

He could not try fusing the Cosmos within the Primordial Empire as they were under the control of 

Aegon, but with the Primordial Eye…he could follow the rivers of Primordial Essence that connected 

Cosmos to the Primordial to find and conquer new Cosmos that had not come under anyone's influence! 



SHAA! 

Like a ray of unstoppable light, he appeared in a position within the Ruination Sea that he passed when 

heading towards the direction of the Primordial Sea.. This area had the blazing white lines of multiple 

rivers directing to Cosmos as after he teleported to this region in space, he turned into a blur of 

multicolored light as he followed one of the glimmering rivers towards another Cosmos. 

Chapter 1267 - Forging Universes, Conquering Cosmos! II 

Across the deadly and crimson seas that raged silently, Noah's figure was a mere flicker of light that 

crossed countless light years in a blink, his exceedingly ridiculous speed allowing him to arrive onto a 

beautiful scene within just half an hour since he began! 

His figure came to a stop as he stared at a Cosmos floating silently in the Ruination Sea, hidden from 

many eyes unless someone had randomly happened to cross this region of the vast and near endless 

Ruination Sea. A Cosmos untouched by any hands as Noah would be the first- a Cosmos filled with its 

own unique Universes and people as Noah didn't know if the strongest were mere Hegemonies or 

Antiquities. 

For him to come across Daolords would be extremely rare as such existences were geniuses upon genius 

to reach such a stage without the help of something like the Primordial Empire, and coming across those 

with Edicts was nigh impossible! 

Within a Reality, anything to do with Edicts was normally reserved to the Champion and yet most 

powerful Primordial Beasts within it, along with the Primordial overseeing such Reality in the first place. 

But this Cosmos before Noah's eyes… 

"Two Antiquities are the highest level…" 

Noah had already spread his aura over the Cosmos as he saw two existences uniquely of another race 

that wasn't human which dominated this Cosmos- a race of what Noah could more accurately describe 

as the Beastmen he commonly saw in the Beast World and other worlds that had a mix of humans and 

animalistic qualities! 

The uniqueness only took Noah's attention for a second as he focused on the most important thing- the 

fusion of this Cosmos into his Infinite Cosmos. Would this process be just as smooth as fusing worlds, 

Galaxies, and even Universes? 

He recalled how in the past when he fused Galaxies, he had to go to their Cores to convince them first- 

this was the Era before he completed his Infinite Mana Trait! 

<<It will be an even easier process. Cosmic Cores are entities with their sole purpose being to operate in 

a functioning manner and utilize the little authority they have to self preserve their Universes from 

harm.>> 

The voice of Noah's Cosmic Core began to ring out mechanically in his mind. 

<<This is why many of them will focus their essence and Universal Fortune to be focused on a few 

specific individuals, examples being Mikhail or Sophia from your initial Blue Planet, Aldrich from your 

Novus Galaxy, or even Oathkeeper and the Goliath from the Primordial Cosmos. When presented with 



an opportunity to be joined to something unique like me that is connected to someone like you...any 

Cosmic Core would agree with haste. This is sorely for self preservation.>> 

Noah's eyes shone as he nodded, the Primordial Eye his clone could use at half efficiency overlooking 

this Cosmos as he had already found the Cosmic Core filled with vital Primordial Essence and rivers of 

other core essences. He tore through the multiple layers of folded space as he seamlessly bypassed 

through the Cosmic Barrier and intruded within the Cosmic Core in a few milliseconds! 

BZZZT! 

Vital Primordial Essence shook from the Cosmic Core at this initial shock, but from Noah's mouth, unique 

waves of essence that contained the authority of his Cosmic Core began to ring out. 

<<We have a proposal…>> 

Essence erupted out wildly as two Cosmic Cores began to converse, Noah being the only connection 

between them as memories of the Infinite Cosmos and even Noah himself were shared with the Cosmic 

Core of this new Cosmos, a decision being delivered in less than a minute as this new Core acquiesced in 

agreement! 

With such a development in hand, Noah's Universal Body stopped his constant absorption of 

Resplendent Lesser Primordial Hearts as he teleported to the Cosmic Core, his essence bathing it and 

going on to further bathe the whole Infinite Cosmos as he wrapped it in spatial essence and shifted the 

whole Cosmos across the Ruination Sea to arrive exactly a few light years away from the newly found 

Cosmos. 

The unique treasure that was the Infinite Cosmos was a tool- and Noah could still use it as such as after 

its appearance, it began to release waves of essence that went to wrap around the nearby Cosmos, the 

feature of Assimilation that allowed this unique treasure to fuse with alike entities being utilized as the 

barrier between the Cosmos began to disappear, the Universes within these barriers about to be 

stacked together as an important bond was being formed by their two Cosmic Cores! 

This Cosmos would have all of its Universes joined together with the Infinite Cosmos, two becoming one 

within the next few minutes as Noah would finally begin to elevate the level of this wondrous treasure. 

He didn't know how many Cosmos he would need to fuse, but he knew that in the near future- he would 

be able to increase the cap of Cosmic Daos that could be produced among other features. 

His main goal with the elevation of the Infinite Cosmos was to be capable of designing Cosmic Daos at 

the level of Ruination and the Primordial Dao! 

"Hmmm?" While lost in his thoughts watching two Cosmos fusing, Noah's vast consciousness was 

forcefully taken to the scene of his two main human bodies in the Ruination Realm. 

There, one could see the 20th dwindling Grand Primordial Heart as along with this, the essence of the 

numerous laws and daos around...had all seamlessly turned gold. 

No roughness, no disparities. Just multiple laws and daos coming together with their essence dancing 

around each other to birth a golden essence that stood for nothing else but an Edict! 



It was Noah's second glimpse of an Edict, and this time it wasn't accidental as he looked at the mixture 

of essences of Destiny, Reincarnation, Chronos, Karma, Life, Death, Chaos, and lastly Time. 

Neither offensive nor defensive, the golden light wrapped around his body as it nourished him...this 

being a support type Edict that Noah enacted first, and he hoped it was what he had in mind! 

He grasped onto the golden essence around him that seemed like it was about to return to the cluster of 

its fused Daos and Laws, but this was when his body bloomed with the Cosmic essence of the Dao of 

Fusion as he went forward to put this Edict together. 

The price of 1,000 Splendiferous Universes was ready to be paid for the purposes of actualizing, and a 

new Edict would be born soon after! 

Chapter 1268 - The Second Edict, Reader's Foresight! I 

Ruination and Primordial Essence flew out wildly as they resonated to activate the Cosmic Dao of 

Fusion, the essence of this dao wrapping around the mixtures of laws and daos before Noah's eyes as 

they forcefully went past any impurities and caused them to continue remaining in the single color of 

gold! 

WAP! 

A spatial light flashed as his Universal Body returned to the Ruination Realm, his voice resonating out 

majestically the moment he saw the singular golden color that represented the coming together of an 

Edict. 

"Burn." 

THRUM! 

1,000 Splendiferous Universes that would act as the required fuel to bring this Minor Nomological Edict 

to fruition began to burn, the golden waves of essence in the surroundings being pulled into his 

Universal Body as they sank into his origin while showered with the essence of 1000 Universes. 

With the price paid and the laws and daos seamlessly fusing together, nothing could stop it as in the 

next instant, Noah's entire body was illuminated gold as he felt the same ecstatic sensation when the 

Nomological Edict of Cessation was first born! 

His origin and soul felt like something new had appeared within him- something profound and 

fantastical as Noah felt like it was something he had known for all his life even though he was only 

coming in contact with it now. It shone with utter gold as it wrapped around his body and emanated 

around him, bringing with it an austere aura of beauty and magnificence that made one ponder and 

question exactly what it was. 

His crimson and white-gold eyes looked at the coagulation of this essence that formed this golden light, 

and the name of this Edict appeared grandly in Noah's mind. 

"The Nomological Edict of Kismet…" 

Kismet! A word that had the same meaning as fortune, fortune, or providence! 



Noah had danced with the daos and Laws he put together for this Edict as he wanted to use his 

overabundance in destiny and fortune to light up his path forward. 

He wanted a greater control of his raging destiny and fortune as with a Nomological Edict, the things he 

would be able to see and plan for would be expanded greatly! 

His enemies were many, and his strength was not up to par. Champions, Primordials, and Primordial 

Beasts...he had to gain an advantage against these beings somehow as information was one area he was 

sorely lacking in. 

This support type Edict would provide just that! 

<Nomological Edict of Kismet> :: A Nomological Edict is a form of undeniable truth and authority that is 

birthed from the combination of laws and Daos. It cannot be circumvented or stopped by anything, with 

the only possibility of deniability lying with another Edict. The Nomological Edict of Kismet is born from 

the combination of the Cosmic Daos of Destiny, Reincarnation, Chronos, along with the laws of Karma, 

Life, Death, Chaos, and lastly Time. As the Edict Architect, Noah Osmont gains the Authority of Kismet 

that grants him unique rights. With the essence of Kismet, one can take a hold of their destiny and 

fortune as they can perceive their own fate for the years to come. The perception, shaping, and 

manipulating of destiny is something that carries with it the capability to influence reality, making this 

Edict stand at the peak of many Minor Edicts as it stands a chance of affecting Reality. The unique 

essence of Golden Destiny and Fortune can now also be actively used to allow the user to activate 

absolute skills that can influence their surrounding Reality at a small scale. The abilities <Reader's 

Foresight>, <Destiny Negation>, <Plot Control>, and <Path to Victory> are now accessible to the user. 

The Edict of Kismet also grants its architect +50,000,000% Increased Reserves of Golden Destiny and 

Fortune, the essence of these unique concepts now being capable of regenerating when used up over 

time. Along with this, any Nomological Edict grants its user a smoother pathway towards ●●●●●●●, 

granting them an increase in the speed of their Realm Progression by +100,000%, an increase of 

+1,000,000% to All Parameters, and increases the chances of Fusions of other Laws and Daos by 1% for 

the production of other Nomological Edicts. Current progression for the Nomological Edict of Kismet: 1% 

"Ah…" 

It was everything Noah hoped for…and more! 

THRUM! 

All around, endless reserves of gold essence gushed forth as above him, the vast seas of fortune he 

could see this whole time were raging madly and expanding at a fast pace, the effect of +50,000,000% 

Increased Reserves of Golden Destiny and Fortune showing itself at this moment as the sight of gold 

covered Noah's sight! 

But this wasn't all. 

Apart from all of this, Noah saw the raging seas of destiny and fortune that always remained above 

him…they began to sink down as the Nomological Edict of Kismet within his origin was seemingly pulling 

at them, they golden essence being sucked into his origin as it began to fill up the vast number of 

Splendiferous Universes within it! 



His destiny and fortune that he could only gaze at before…was coming into his body as it represented 

something profound. 

He could only gaze and watch it before, but it was entering his origin as he would be able to wield it as 

he wished! He would be able to wield his destiny and fortune like never before! 

BZZT! 

The vastly expanded seas of destiny and fortune all sank towards him as he acted like a sponge, his 

Universes drinking all of the essence as aside from the stellar look his body normally gave off…it now 

glimmered gold as the myriad of Splendiferous Universes swirled with wonderful golden lines. 

His destiny and fortune was now contained inside him as this was exactly what Kismet would allow him 

to do- to control it and also mask it from other existences as unless they ripped him apart, they would 

never be able to find out just lay in store for him! 

His eyes shone as when essence settled down all around him, he prepared himself as he opened the 

status panel and gazed at the newly gained skills that came with the fantastical Nomological Edict of 

Kismet. 

Chapter 1269 - The Second Edict, Reader's Foresight! II 

The first skill had Noah excited just from its name alone, and it didn't disappoint in the slightest as it 

even went forward to exceed every thought he had! 

<Reader's Foresight> :: The possibilities are immeasurable, with very few existences being capable of 

knowing what is to come. With the activation from the essence of one's own Golden Destiny and 

Fortune, Reality will unfold akin to words on paper- the user being capable of seeing currently ongoing 

events of other existences, past events, or even gazing into possible future events. 

"Hah..." 

A simply defined ability! Yet...it was a terrifying one as it brought everything to a stop. 

Noah couldn't gaze at anything else apart from this ability, finding himself focused on it entirely as 

within his Origin, the vast seas of destiny and fortune that permeated his Origin began to churn. 

"Let's...give it a try hm?" With eyes shining with expectations at such a ridiculous sounding skill, Noah 

couldn't wait to see it in action as he consciously wielded the destiny and fortune within him to activate 

this skill! 

SHIING! 

A uniquely resonant sound rung out as the golden color bloomed before Noah's eyes, this time being 

particularly lustrous as it formed into the shape of a book before Noah's eyes. The book looked ancient 

and was filled with Runic magic sigils, looking like something out of the wildest fantasy as it remained 

closed. 

It was closed as for it to open, Noah had to make his intention clear on whether he was focusing on a 

past event, a current one, or a future one...and what the focus of it would be! 



Each of the options had different amounts of essence required for activation, with destiny and fortune 

being required in greater amounts for current and future events as the past events could be viewed with 

very little cost. 

At such a junction, Noah went towards discovering this wondrous new skill slowly as he made a 

selection- and it was an event from the recent past! 

THRUM! 

Destiny and fortune churned as it flooded into the golden book, this ancient looking thing opening in the 

middle as it showed even brighter golden pages, and Noah was on the top left side of the first page, 

brilliant white words began to etch themselves. 

It was words showing a recent past, and he was the Reader overseeing how it played out! 

With shock, Noah began to read what he saw being etched on the pages of the golden book. 

<<...His gaze on the figure of the being mimicking Aegon remained, but his third eye released a 

frightening light seconds after the clones of this existence began to search for a way into the Primordial 

Sea that he would never find again. 

His third eye was releasing a shining light as it wasn't releasing any attack, but it was instead establishing 

a connection. A connection to an extremely far away place…a place that wasn't even within this 

Reality!...>> 

…! 

Yes! Noah had thought of the point in time when he and the Primordial Cosmic Beast began their stand 

off, his focus actually chosen to be the Beast itself as he was shockingly able to read events from its 

perspective as if it was a story! 

As if he was a Reader. 

This was <Reader's Foresight>! 

As if the events around him were being written into a story...he could pierce into the myriad of events 

and beings as he could see and experience what they were going through. 

It was a shocking ability as it allowed him to finally gain some information on the Cosmic Primordial 

Beast. 

Hyperion! 

The Ender of Reality, Hyperion! 

As Noah continued to read the white words etched on the golden pages, he saw this name appear as 

shockingly, this Beast had formed a connection to contact another existence not even from this Reality! 

The more that Noah read from the words being written, the more shocked he became as he learned 

more about the Ender of Reality, but his expression quickly changed when he finally noticed something 

in his Origin. 



His newly gained seas of destiny and fortune had nearly been reduced by one tenth out of nowhere, his 

eyes shining sharply as he stopped the activation of <Reader's Foresight> right away! 

Seeing events of the past was the cheapest, but this was also dependent on the subject at hand! Viewing 

the viewpoint of someone as terrifying as Hyperion had rapidly eaten up more than one tenth of Noah's 

vast reserves of destiny and essence in mere seconds. 

Precious essence that he didn't have endless amounts of like mana, but it could regenerate at a snail's 

pace as when he observed its rate of return...it would take him ten days just for this one tenth that was 

used up in seconds to be fully regenerated. 

A wondrous skill, but it had a high cost that was determined even more so by what Noah focused on! 

The white words of the golden pages stopped appearing as the last thing that Noah read caused his 

Primordial Eye and Eye of Ruination to release white and crimson rays of light. 

<<...The ancient voice on the other side went quiet after this. It seemed to be mulling something over as 

only after a few seconds did it reply. 

"Remember...the goal is not to kill the Champion of your Reality….>> 

Noah's eyes were shiningly sharply as he had been able to peer into the secrets he should have not 

known in any way before this with a single activation of this skill. But even before knowing about a huge 

possible plot and upheaval in the coming future, there was something written in the white words that 

he could still read even now. 

Something that Hyperion asked for from the mysterious existence mentioned! 

"A Primordial Relic...huh?" Noah said these words with awe as he could only imagine what such a thing 

even entailed. 

A single cast of <Reader's Foresight> had given him such shocking bundles of information. On things he 

had no idea about, on better understanding what shocking threats were out there. 

The Ender of Reality was not alone. And it was very much a terrifying existence as its goal was not even 

Aegon. 

It was the terrifying veiled woman- the Primordial that had raised Aegon as the Champion of Reality! 

"..." 

Noah absorbed this information hungrily as he still stared at <Reader's Foresight> in his status panel. His 

blazing consciousness simply couldn't help itself as his destiny and fortune churned once more, this time 

his focus not being on someone as powerful and important as Hyperion. 

"Show me of what is to come…" 

THRUM! 

Golden essence bloomed as the pages on the glimmering book flipped. 

A new set of white words began to appear as Noah read on with shining eyes! 



<<...Springforge's expression was utterly devoid of emotion as she saw the results of the two recent 

battles from the Cosmic Battlefield. 

100 Cosmos. Havenbreaker had actually taken such a number from her as each of the leading Daolords 

in the matches carried with them multiple defensive and offensive Quasi-Cosmic Treasures!...>> 

The consumption of destiny and fortune was low and steady. 

Fantastically, Noah had unlocked something ridiculous as the information that could open itself up 

before him was purely astounding, and it made the future to play out even more tumultuous! 

Chapter 1270 - A Myriad Of Possibilities, A Single Path! I 

In the junction between the Ruination and the Primordial Sea. 

One of Noah's clones continued the standoff with the Draconic-Elephant Primordial Beast this whole 

time, neither side speaking during all this! 

Plot armor was about to run out, and a spatial light covered this clone as he stared at the dominating 

figure of the Draconic-Elephant Cosmic Primordial Beast, his lips curving into a smile as he began to 

disappear, thoughts that only he could hear ringing in his mind. 

'Hyperion…it was nice meeting you.' Noah actually wanted to say these words out loud to the Cosmic 

Primordial Beast, but it took every ounce of his willpower to reign himself in and curb his rising pride 

and arrogance! 

Such words would give a huge shock to the existence before him as Noah should in no way even know 

its name, but it would also cause this terrifying creature to take him much more seriously than it already 

was as the future could be thrown into chaos. 

This Existence…this Hyperion seemed like a terrifying being as Noah didn't want to poke a hornet's nest 

if he didn't have to when it was still early! 

'Low key…low key!' 

After getting his hands on something like the Nomological Edict of Kismet that held something as 

ridiculous as <Reader's Foresight>, Noah knew the possibilities for him were endless as he didn't have to 

make any dangerous moves. 

With a knowing smile, he kept his gaze locked onto Hyperion until he faded away, not a single word 

leaving his lips. 

— 

As his last Clone returned to the Infinite Cosmos that was currently assimilating another Cosmos, Noah 

read over the point of view of the Family Head of the House of Springforge from the glimmering golden 

book within the Ruination Realm as he shook his head in amazement. 

He knew of the Writs of Challenges to take place tomorrow after large groups of Daolords from 

Havenbreaker challenged those from the House of Springforge, but here he was a day early as he read 

about what would be happening even before it occurred! 



Now that he had such information, could he move to prevent it? Just how much control would he have 

towards this possible future? When Noah arrived at such a question, he observed the steady flow of the 

Golden Destiny and Fortune within his Origin as he changed his target. 

He had gone to the past and the future, now he wanted to see the present- this time from the point to 

view of Halcyon! 

This woman and her ability to foresee events had always intrigued Noah as now that he had something 

like <Reader's Foresight>, what better way to understand her than know her thoughts? 

BZZZT! 

Golden essence flowed serenely. 

The pages of the golden book unfurled as another set of white words began to be etched in it, this time 

being events that were happening at this moment in time. 

<<...In the verdant Realm, Halcyon watched the figure of Springforge sending commands to multiple 

Primal Crystals with a sad smile. 

She was preparing the Daolords who would face the Writs of Challenges tomorrow as she moved the 

Quasi-Cosmic Treasures of others to them and even offered up Primordial Hearts to the strongest ones 

to increase their power! 

Halcyon had a sad smile because she already knew the results for tomorrow's battles, but she couldn't 

tell Springforge as it could affect the results! Even though it would pain her to lose 100 Cosmos, it had to 

happen this way. 

After this occurred, it would spur the existence that was Osmont to hit back against Havenbreaker and 

Stormdust even further, beginning his path towards becoming more influential than even the current 

three Family Heads. 

It would destabilize the power of the Primordial Empire...but it was required for the future to come. It 

was required for the first meeting between Aegon and Noah! So she could not do anything even though 

she knew what would happen tomorrow would hurt one of the very few people she cared about. 

All for Daolord Osmont. 

The ridiculously handsome face and confident eyes of this being unconsciously crept into her mind, her 

thoughts moving to quickly squash out any ideas about this mesmerizing being. 

'Not him. Never him.' She repeated these same words over and over again in her mind….> 

"Well now…" Noah stroked his chin as he looked at the unfolding white words on the pages of the 

golden book, obtaining yet another cluster of information that he had no way of obtaining before! 

What would happen tomorrow had to happen for him to issue increasingly terrifying Writs of Challenges 

until Aegon himself appeared before him due to the disruption he would cause! 

And there was also the fact that his rugged good looks were pulling in women when he wasn't even 

present, but this didn't cause his ego to shoot up at all… 



But all of this got Noah to think about the future, and the fact that even <Reader's Foresight> was 

described as being capable of viewing "Possible" futures. It meant that things were not entirely set in 

stone! 

As for what he would do? 

Noah actually didn't have to decide himself what he should do and how that would be beneficial to him. 

For this...he also had the other three Absolute Abilities contained in the Edict of Kismet- <Destiny 

Negation>, <Plot Control>, and lastly <Path to Victory>! 

These abilities- especially the last one...would allow Noah to utilize all of this new information he was 

getting as he would know exactly how to move in the future to come. 

His shining eyes returned to the stay panel as the golden book called forth by <Reader's Foresight> 

faded, the descriptions of the latter three skills beginning to appear before his eyes. 

The first one was an utterly domineering one that had unchanging consequences! 

<Destiny Negation>? :: The use of the Edict of Kismet allows one to see the possible paths that could 

bloom throughout their life. Destiny Negation allows one to deny a possible destiny and have it forever 

closed off in exchange for all of the fortune and golden destiny within it to transfer to your own selected 

Destiny. 

...! 

A tremendously powerful ability that permanently denied one's own destiny for bountiful results 

appeared before his eyes! 

 


